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Abstract. In this paper a system static structure modeling formalization and formalization of static models based on topological functioning model (TFM) is proposed. TFM uses mathematical foundations that holistically represent complete functionality of the problem and application domains. With the TFM we can do formal analysis of a business system and in a formal manner model the static structure of the system. After construction of the TFM of a system functioning a domain object model is defined by performing TFM transformation. Making further transformations of TFM it is possible to introduce more formalism in the unified modeling language (UML) diagrams and in their construction. In this paper we have introduced topology into the UML class diagrams.

1 Introduction

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a graphical language for visualizing, specifying, constructing, and documenting the artifacts of a software-intensive system. The UML offers a standard way to write a system's blueprints, including conceptual things such as business processes and system functions as well as concrete things such as programming language statements, database schemas, and reusable software components. [8] and [3]

Since the publication of first UML specification researchers have been working and proposing approaches for the UML formalization. Researches on UML formalization are performed because the meaning of the language, which is mainly described in English, is too informal and unstructured to provide a foundation for developing formal analysis and development techniques, and because of the scope of the model, which is both complex and large [2]. Despite the fact that the latest UML specification [14] which is published by Object Management Group [4] is based on the metamodeling approach, the UML metamodel gives information about abstract syntax of UML but does not deal with semantics which is expressed in natural language.

After the publication of the first UML specification precise UML (pUML) group [13] was found with main goal to bring together international researchers and practitioners who share the aim of developing the UML as a precise modeling language. The aim of pUML group is to work firmly in the context of the existing
UML semantics. As a formalization instrument they use several formal notations, for example, Object Constraint Language [12] or the formal language Z [10].

There are also other researches on formalization of UML and class diagrams, for example, [11] in which mathematical expressions are used to describe semantics of the class diagrams.

All described researches are provided to formalize only the UML syntax but these approaches does not:

- provide a formal way how to develop system description models in formal manner,
- improve system description possibilities (for example, does not define new associations or relations between classes), and
- use topology as a formalization tool of functioning.

The main idea of the given work is to introduce more formalism into the UML class diagrams and propose a formal approach for developing class diagrams. For this purpose formalism of a Topological Functioning Model (TFM) is used [6]. The TFM holistically represents a complete functionality of the system from the computation-independent viewpoint. It considers problem domain information separate from the application domain information captured in requirements. The TFM is an expressive and powerful instrument for a clear presentation and formal analysis of system functioning and the environment the system works within. We consider that problem domain modeling and understanding should be the primary stage in the software development, especially in the case of embedded and complex business systems, where failure can lead to huge losses. This means that class diagrams must be applied as part of a technique, whose first activity is the construction of a well-defined problem domain model.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the suggested solution of formalizing class diagrams by using topology which is defined with the help of TFM. Section 3 discusses the use of TFM for problem domain modeling and creation of topological class diagrams. TFM makes it possible to use a formal model as a computation independent one without introducing complex mathematics. Besides that, it allows validation of functional requirements at the beginning of the analysis. By using TFM in the modeling process it is possible to introduce topology in the class diagrams. As a result we have constructed a new type of class diagrams – topological class diagrams. Description of the problem domain modeling is illustrated with an example which clearly shows the process of developing topological class diagrams. Section 4 gives conclusions of our work and discuss future work.

2 Formalization of the Class Diagram

Class diagrams reflect the static structure of the system, and with the help of class diagrams it is possible to model objects and their methods involved in the system. Regardless of the opportunities provided by the class diagrams, it is not possible to reflect the cause and effect relation within a system or to indicate which certain activity accomplishment of an object triggers another object’s certain activity accom-
plishment. By using the idea published in [5] about topological UML diagrams (including topological class diagrams) we have developed method for construction of topological class diagrams and developed the topological class diagram.

Before topological class construction it is needed to construct the TFM of the system functioning. After construction of TFM it is possible to transform topology defined in TFM into class diagrams and in such a way introduce more formalism into class diagrams. It is possible to transform topology from TFM into class diagrams because TFM has strong mathematical basis. In this way the formalism of class diagrams means that between classes are precisely defined relations which are identified from the problem domain with help of TFM. In traditional software development scenario relations (mostly associations and generalizations) between classes are defined by the modeler’s discretion.

TFM has strong mathematical basis and is represented in a form of a topological space \((X, \Theta)\), where \(X\) is a finite set of functional features of the system under consideration, and \(\Theta\) is the topology that satisfies axioms of topological structures and is represented in a form of a directed graph. The necessary condition for constructing the topological space is a meaningful and exhaustive verbal, graphical, or mathematical system description. The adequacy of a model describing the functioning of a concrete system can be achieved by analyzing mathematical properties of such abstract object [6].

A TFM has topological characteristics: connectedness, closure, neighborhood, and continuous mapping. Despite that any graph is included into combinatorial topology, not every graph is a topological functioning model. A directed graph becomes the TFM only when substantiation of functioning is added to the above mathematical substantiation. The latter is represented by functional characteristics: cause-effect relations, cycle structure, and inputs and outputs. It is acknowledged that every business and technical system is a subsystem of the environment. Besides that a common thing for all system (technical, business, or biological) functioning should be the main feedback, visualization of which is an oriented cycle. Therefore, it is stated that at least one directed closed loop must be present in every topological model of system functioning. It shows the “main” functionality that has a vital importance in the system’s life. Usually it is even an expanded hierarchy of cycles. Therefore, a proper cycle analysis is necessary in the TFM construction, because it enables careful analysis of system’s operation and communication with the environment [6].

There are two stages at the beginning of the problem analysis: the first one is analysis of the business (or enterprise system) context (the problem domain) and the second one is analysis of the application context (the application domain). These levels should be analyzed separately. The first idea is that the application context constrains the business context, not vice versa. The second idea is that functionality determines the structure of the planned system (Fig. 1). Having knowledge about the complex system that operates in the real world, a TFM of this system can be composed.
In [7] it is suggested that problem domain concepts are selected and described in an UML Class Diagram. In our work we select and describe problem domain concepts by means of topological class diagrams. All these steps are illustrated by the example given in next section.

3 Case Study of the Construction of the Topological Class Diagram

For a better understanding of the construction of the TFM and topological class diagram let us consider small fragment of an informal description from the project defined in [7], in which a library application is developed.

3.1 The Construction of the Topological Functioning Model

Construction of the TFM consists of three steps [5] (see Fig. 2).
The steps for the TFM construction are:

**Step 1:** Definition of physical or business functional characteristics, which consists of the following activities:

1) definition of objects and their properties from the problem domain description;
2) identification of external systems and partially-dependent systems; and
3) definition of functional features using verb analysis in the problem domain description, i.e., by finding meaningful verbs.

Within the [1] it is suggested that each functional feature is a tuple (1),

\[ <A, R, O, PrCond, PostCond, E, Cl, Op> \]

where:

- **A** is an object action,
- **R** is a result of this action,
- **O** is an object (objects) that receives the result or that is used in this action (for example, a role, a time period, a catalogue, etc.),
- **PrCond** is a set \( PrCond = \{c_1, \ldots, c_i\} \), where \( c_i \) is a precondition or an atomic business rule (it is an optional parameter),
- **PostCond** is a set \( PostCond = \{p_1, \ldots, p_i\} \), where \( p_i \) is a postcondition or an atomic business rule (it is an optional parameter),
- **E** is an entity responsible for performing actions,
- **Cl** is a class which will represent in system static model the object which will contain operation for functionality defined by this functional feature (this parameter can be fulfilled when the class diagram is synthesized), and
- **Op** is an operation which will contain functionality defined by functional feature (this parameter can be fulfilled when the class diagram is synthesized).

We have added parameters **Cl** and **Op** to tuple defined in [1] to contain in the tuple all the information about functional feature. If there is a need to store additional information about functional features then it is possible to add more parameters to this tuple.

Each precondition and atomic business rule must be either defined as a functional feature or assigned to an already defined functional feature.

For the library project example we have defined the following 29 functional features (in the form of tuple containing the following parameters: identificator, object action (A), precondition (PrCond), object (O), mark if functional feature is external or internal), where Rec denotes Receptionist, R – Reader, L – Librarian, In – Inner, and Ex - External:

- \(<1, A \text{ visitor arriving in the library}, O, \text{Visitor}, \text{Ex}>, <2, \text{Checking of personal data with the library readers’ register}, O, \text{Rec, In}>, <3, \text{Reader’s registration in the library readers’ register, if the person is not registered in the readers’ register yet, Rec, In}>, <4, \text{Reader’s card preparation, if the reader does not have the reader’s card yet (or) if the reader has lost his/her reader’s card, Rec, In}>, <5, \text{Reader’s card issue to the reader, Rec, In}>, <6, \text{The reader status authorization, if the reader is registered (and) if the reader has the reader’s card, R, In}>, <7, \text{Searching for a book in the book cata-


logue, if the reader has the reader’s card, R, In>, <8, Completion of the book request form, if the reader has found the book he or she needs, R, In>, <9, Submission of the book request form, Ø, R, In>, <10, Count of books borrowed by the reader, Ø, L, In>, <11, Checking of the book availability in the book repository, if the number of books borrowed by the reader does not exceed the maximum allowed, L, In>, <12, Taking the book from the book repository, if the book is available in the book repository, L, In>, <13, Handing out the book to the reader, Ø, L, In>, <14, Borrowing the book, Ø, R, In>, <15, Book return, Ø, R, Ex>, <16, Checking of the book condition, Ø, L, In>, <17, Fine calculation, if the book is damaged, L, In>, <18, Handing out the fine ticket, Ø, L, Ex>, <19, Fine payment, Ø, R, Ex>, <20, Book return/placement into book repository, Ø, L, In>, <21, Book withdrawal, if the book is extremely damaged (cannot be used anymore), L, Ex>, <22, Book removal from the catalogue, in case of the last copy of the book, L, In>, <23, New book purchase, Ø, Library, Ex>, <24, Books data entry into catalogue, if the library does not have a copy of this book, Rec, In>, <25, Book identification number assignment, Ø, Rec, In>, <26, Book utilization, If the book is extremely damaged, Utilizer, Ex>, <27, Book repository maintenance, Ø, L, In>, <28, Completion of the book utilization request form, Ø, L, In>, and <29, The fine deletion, if the reader has paid the fine, L, In>.

**Step 2:** Introduction of topology \( \Theta \), which means establishing cause and effect relations between functional features. Cause-and-effect relations are represented as arcs of a directed graph that are oriented from a cause vertex to an effect vertex.

![Fig 3. Topological space of the library functioning.](image)

The identified cause-and-effect relations between the functional features are illustrated by the means of the topological space (see Fig. 3). In the Fig. 3 is clearly visible that cause-and-effect relations form functioning cycles. All cycles and sub-cycles should be carefully analyzed in order to completely identify existing functionality of the system. The main cycle (cycles) of system functioning (i.e., functionality that is vital for the system’s life) must be found and analyzed before starting further analysis. In the case of studying a complex system, a TFM can be divided into a series of subsystems according to the identified cycles.

**Step 3:** Separation of the topological functioning model, which is performed by applying the closure operation over a set of system’s inner functional features [6]: A topological space is a system represented by Equation (2),
\[ Z = N \cup M \]  

(2)

where \( N \) is a set of inner system functional features and \( M \) is a set of functional features of other systems that interact with the system or of the system itself, which affect the external ones.

A TFM \((X \in \Theta)\) is separated from the topological space of a problem domain by the closure operation over the set \( N \) as it is shown by Equation (3),

\[ X = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} X_{\eta} \]

(3)

where \( X_{\eta} \) is an adherence point of the set \( N \) and capacity of \( X \) is the number \( n \) of adherence points of \( N \).

An adherence point of the set \( N \) is a point, whose each neighborhood includes at least one point from the set \( N \). The neighborhood of a vertex \( x \) in a directed graph is the set of all vertices adjacent to \( x \) and the vertex \( x \) itself. It is assumed here that all vertices adjacent to \( x \) lie at the distance \( d=1 \) from \( x \) on ends of output arcs from \( x \).

The example below illustrates how we perform the closuring operation (3) over the set \( N \) in order to get all of the system’s functionality – the set \( X \). The set of the system’s inner functional features \( N = \{2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29\} \). The set of external functional features and system functional features that affect the external environment \( M = \{1, 15, 18, 19, 21, 23, 26\} \). The neighborhood of each element of the set \( N \) is as follows: \( X_2 = \{2, 3, 4, 6\}, X_3 = \{3, 4\}, X_4 = \{4, 5\}, X_5 = \{5, 6\}, X_6 = \{6, 15\}, X_7 = \{7, 8\}, X_8 = \{8, 9\}, X_9 = \{9, 10\}, X_{10} = \{10, 11\}, X_{11} = \{11, 12, 27\}, X_{12} = \{12, 13, 27\}, X_{13} = \{13, 14\}, X_{14} = \{14, 6\}, X_{15} = \{16, 17, 20, 21\}, X_{16} = \{17, 18\}, X_{17} = \{17, 18\}, X_{20} = \{20, 7, 27\}, X_{22} = \{22, 7\}, X_{24} = \{24, 7, 25\}, X_{25} = \{25, 20\}, X_{26} = \{27\}, X_{28} = \{28\}, \) and \( X_{29} = \{29\} \).

The obtained set \( X \) (the TFM) = \{2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29\}. Obtained TFM of library functioning after performing closuring operation over the set of system inner functional features (the set \( N \)) can be seen in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Topological functioning model of the library functioning.

The example represents the main functional cycle defined by the expert, which includes the following functional features “6-15-16-20-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14-6” and is denoted by bold lines in Fig. 4. These functional features describe checking out and
taking back a book. A cycle that includes the functional features “6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14-6” illustrates an example of the first-order sub-cycle. And these functional features describe checking out a book.

3.2 Construction of the Topological Class Diagram

In the [7] is offered the conceptual development of class diagrams as the final step of the TFM usage. In this conceptual class diagram relevant information – directions of associations between the classes – is lost. This important information is lost because within approach given in [7] the relations between classes are defined with one of the relations defined in UML – the associations. It is not possible to transform topological (cause and effect) relations between TFM’s functional features into associations between classes. It is impossible because:

1) the direction of topological relation is not always the same as direction of association,
2) association also can be bidirected (topological relationship can not be bidirected), and
3) topological relationship only can be binary relation (association can relate more than two classes, for example, ternary association which relates three classes).

Because of this constraint in [7] it is recommended to define those association directions in further software development, for example, to develop a more detailed software design. But at this point a step back should be taken to review the TFM and its transformation on the conceptual class diagram. To avoid such regression and to save the obtained topology between the classes, by using the idea published in [5] about topological UML (TopUML) diagrams (including topological UML class diagrams), it is possible to develop a topological class diagram where the established TFM topology between classes is retained. The retained topology (cause and effect relations between classes) in class diagrams brings more formalism in these class diagrams. Formalism of class diagrams is improved because between classes now are precisely defined relations. In traditional software development relations (mostly associations and generalizations) between classes are defined by the modeler’s discretion (the approach given in the [7] helps to identify associations between classes but the identification of direction for these associations again is defined by the modeler’s discretion).

Topological relations between classes throughout this article are marked with directed arcs (this means that within this article notation used for topological relations between classes is similar to notation of associations in UML). The example of topological relations can be viewed in Fig. 5.

In order to obtain a topological class diagram, first of all a graph of problem domain objects must be developed and afterwards transformed into a class diagram. In order to obtain a problem domain object graph, it is necessary to detail each functional feature of the TFM to a level where it uses only one type of objects.
After construction of domain object graph this more accurate model must be transformed one-to-one to a problem domain object graph and then the vertices with the same type of objects and methods must be merged, while keeping all relations with other graph vertices. As a result, object graph with direct links is defined. Schematic representation of class diagram development is given in Fig. 6.

By using the ideas published in [7] it is possible to obtain from TFM a conceptual class diagram without orientated relations between classes and the classes without operations. Modifying this approach it is possible to develop not only topological class diagrams, where the direction of relations is retained, but also to obtain the possible class operation definitions. In order to define conceptual operations, it is necessary to change not only every functional feature to one kind of object, but also by doing this transformation, to add a operation to the obtained (using a point notation), the description of which shortly describes the defined activity of the functional feature, for example, the functional feature "The reader’s card issue to the reader" is transformed to the object "ReaderCard" and the method "GiveOutToReader()" (when point notation is used the obtained result looks like this: "ReaderCard.GiveOutToReader()").

At this moment it is possible to add additional information to the tuple (fulfil parameters Cl and Op) which is describing functional feature. After adding two parameters describing class and operation the tuple looks like this: <5, Reader’s card issue to the reader, Ø, Rec, In, ReaderCard, GiveOutToReader>.

Our example skips the step of the topological functioning model refinement, because each functional feature deals only with one type of objects and operations. Fig.

Fig. 5. Topological relations between classes.

Fig. 6. The process of the development of the topological class diagram.
7 shows the transformation of the topological functioning model to the graph of domain objects with conceptual operations.

Fig. 7. The graph of domain objects with operations.

Fig. 8. Topological class diagram.

Fig. 8 presents topological class diagram of the library example after domain object graph is abstracted, i.e., after merging all graph vertices with the same object types.

With the boldest lines in developed topological class diagram is maintained main functional cycle which is defined by the expert within the constructed TFM. This
reflects the idea proposed in [6] and [5] that the holistic domain representation by the means of the TFM enables identification of all necessary domain concepts and, even, enables to define their necessity for a successful implementation of the system.

The topological (cause and effect) relationship between classes, which are described with one way directed arc, cannot be compared with none of the UML relationships between the classes given in UML language specification [14]. The UML language specification gives the following relationships between the classes:

- association (including aggregation and composition),
- generalization,
- dependence,
- usage,
- abstraction,
- realization, and
- substitution.

All previously mentioned relationships between classes define only the way in which the classes interact and use each other [9], but the adopted topology in class diagrams allows to keep the cause and effect relationships between objects. The saved topology between classes in class diagram enables more efficient development of the software system class diagram.

By keeping topological relationships between the classes it is recommended to use one-way association, because two mutually opposed associations between two classes can represent various multiplications. If topological class diagram is used to make the non-oriented class diagram, then relations between two classes can be joined into one, and as a multiplicity save the biggest multiplicity of all topological associations between those two classes.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

The application of the TFM has the following advantages:

- With the help of TFM it is possible to introduce more formalism in the UML diagrams and in their construction. In our work we have shown that it is possible to maintain in the class diagrams the topology which is developed using TFM.
- Using TFM for problem domain modeling and application domain definition it is possible to provide traceability between software requirements, functional features and even developed architecture elements.
- By performing TFM transformations it is possible to develop problem domain objects’ graphs and topological class diagrams.
- Topological class diagram can also be used as architecture for the new system. With the help of TFM and topological class diagrams it is possible to develop software system’s business layer which corresponds to the defined requirements.
To continue working on topological UML diagrams, it is necessary to supplement the description of topological class diagrams, to create the meta-model of the topological class diagram as well as to study the possibilities of topology implementation into other UML diagrams (for example, activity diagrams) and to assess its influence on the software system development.
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